Segmentation of Isolated and Touching characters in Handwritten Gurumukhi Word using Clustering approach
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Abstract—Segmentation is one of the important steps of character recognition system. It is an important step because inaccurate segmentation of characters will cause errors in the recognition stage. In optical character Recognition (OCR) system the presence of touching characters increases the accuracy rate of character recognition. Touching of half character or full character with other full character makes the character segmentation very challenging or difficult task. In this paper, the method of segmentation for touching characters of handwritten Punjabi text that is the Gurumukhi script has been proposed. The main purpose of this paper is to provide the new segmentation technique based on clustering technique for touching characters.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Computer is a very useful electronic machine in today’s life. It is mainly used to read or to edit various documents. Some documents that are old, they are scanned to store in the computer. After scanning these documents they are stored in the form of images that could not be edited or Recognized[2]. So OCR is a useful invention that helps to read and recognize the scanned documents. The main aim of OCR is to convert the scanned documents into readable or editable format. Steps in OCR

• Pre-processing  
• Segmentation  
• Feature extraction  
• Classification  
• Recognition

Segmentation is an important pre-processing phase in the character recognition. Segmentation means to separate the various characters from one another so that they can be recognized accurately. The accuracy of character recognition depends on the segmentation. Segmentation of printed character is easy as compare to handwritten characters. The main challenge in the segmentation of handwritten language is that there are wide varieties of Styles or pen-type[2]. Presence of touching makes the segmentation of handwritten Gurumukhi characters very difficult and decreases the accuracy rate of recognition. Currently there are three methods of segmentation.

• Classical approach-the characters are identified based on their properties.
• Recognition based approach-the components of an image are matched with the various classes of alphabets.
• Holistic approach- the words are recognized as a whole instead of segmenting them into characters.

II. CHARACTER SEGMENTATION

Character segmentation is the technique used to separate the various characters from one another. There are various algorithms to segment the Gurumukhi handwritten words into character but there can be the touched characters in Gurumukhi word due to the segmentation of character becomes very tough[1]. So in this paper efforts have been made to overcome the problem of touched characters. An algorithm has been developed that will

1. Segment the isolated characters.
2. Identify the presence of touching characters.
3. Find out the break point.
4. Segment the touched characters.

Some of the examples of isolated, touched characters are shown:

Fig.1. Handwritten Gurumukhi words containing isolated, touching characters.

To implement this algorithm the following various steps have been performed:

III. BINARIZATION
Scanning image: In this step the document is converted into scanned image with the help of image scanner.

Binarization: In this step gray scale images are converted to binary image with the help of OCR Software[3]. The images that are scanned are in the grey tone. Basically a Binarization is the process in which the grey scale images are converted into binary form means in the form of 0’s and 1’s.

Binarization separates the foreground (text) and background. There are various methods for binarization but the most common method for binarization is to select the proper threshold for the intensity for an image and then convert all the intensity values above the threshold to one intensity value (white) and all intensity values below the threshold to other chosen intensity (black).

IV. REMOVAL OF HEADER LINE

After removing the available noise from an image, the header line is removed header line is an important part of a Gurumukhi word that glues all the words together. So after detecting and removing the header line the characters can be segmented easily.

Steps:
- Calculate the frequency of black pixels in each row along with neighbors using horizontal profile projection technique[2].
- Find the row with highest number of black pixels and treat that row as header row.
- Replace all the 1’s in that row with 0’s

A. Identification of touching characters

Now after the segmentation of characters, the next step is to find that whether there is any touched character or not. This is done by calculating the end of character by estimating its structural properties. In case two characters are touched in one word then assume maximum pixels and find another end of character and then break it and gets segmented.

B. Segmentation of touching characters

Now it is determined that which character is the touched character. So now there is need to break those characters to separate them. To break the touched characters there is need to find the end of character. For this, following steps have been performed:
- Start with the mid end of character.
- Assume frequency of pixels vertically where characters touch and make a cluster is 10.
- If frequency of cluster vertically is greater than 10 it means it is touched.
- Find end of character of the previous character and segment the word from that position.

V. SEGMENT THE CHARACTERS

After the removal of header line the phase of character segment starts. Then use vertical profile projection technique parse the word column wise and Check for each ith column of the word if all the pixels are white and if so then check i-1 and i+1 number of pixels. If all three pixels are white then treat them as gap between two characters.
VI. RESULTS

In order to detect and segment characters in scanned word of handwritten Gurumukhi script documents, neighboring pixel and end of character technique have been used. These techniques have been applied on the documents of three different categories. The category wise results of segmentation accuracy are given in following table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phases</th>
<th>Words</th>
<th>Correctly segmented</th>
<th>Correctly segmented percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phase1: words without any touching/broken characters (ISOLATED)</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase2: words with isolated, touching characters more than one character in one word (TOUCHING)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>96.01%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

Here this algorithm has been tested on 75 handwritten words taken from different people with different handwriting. In which there was isolated and touching characters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phases</th>
<th>Words</th>
<th>Correctly segmented</th>
<th>Correctly segmented percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phase1: words without any touching/broken characters (ISOLATED)</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase2: words with isolated, touching characters more than one character in one word (TOUCHING)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>96.01%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the 2nd phase, the words with touching characters are handled with 94.51 accuracy and the remaining (6%) error is due to words touched with "kanna". The errors of over-segmentation were unavoidable because of the gaps in the broken characters. Any readjustment of the threshold value leads to high degree of under-segmentation. Find the mid points of all the gaps for segmentation.

Find the row with maximum number of black pixels and threat it as Header Line of segmentation.
segmentation in the words and therefore is not recommended.
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